Non-autonomous regulation of a graded, PKA-mediated transcriptional activation signal for cell patterning.
The pseudoplasmodium or migrating slug of Dictyostelium is composed of non-terminally differentiated cells, organized along an anteroposterior axis. Cells in the anterior region of the slug define the prestalk compartment, whereas most of the posterior zone consists of prespore cells. We now present evidence that the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) and the RING domain/leucine zipper protein rZIP interact genetically to mediate a transcriptional activation gradient that regulates the differentiation of prespore cells within the posterior compartment of the slug. PKA is absolutely required for prespore differentiation. In contrast, rZIP negatively regulates prespore patterning; rzpA- cells, which lack rZIP, have reduced prestalk differentiation and a corresponding increase in prespore-specific gene expression. Using cell-specific markers and chimaeras of wild-type and rzpA- cells, we show that rZIP functions non-autonomously to establish a graded, prespore gene activation signal but autonomously to localize prespore expression. Overexpression of either the catalytic subunit or a dominant-negative regulatory subunit of PKA further demonstrates that PKA lies within the intracellular pathway that mediates the extracellular signal and regulates prespore patterning. Finally, we show that a 5'-distal segment within a prespore promoter that is responsive to a graded signal is also sensitive to PKA and rZIP, indicating that it acts directly at the level of prespore-specific gene transcription for regulation.